Welcome Everyone To The Meeting -

All Rise, Colors being in place, Hand Salute – Two

turn page
ask everyone to Uncover-

Call on
the Chaplain for
the Invocation

(Legionnaires, stand, if you
are able, with one hand in
cap over heart).

Turn page
Would everyone please remain uncovered:

Read POW/MIA Resolution

Turn Page
“Resolution 288

Adopted at the 67th national convention,

Calls for designating a POW/MIA

Empty chair at all official meetings of

The American Legion as a physical

Symbol of the thousands of

American POW/MIA's still unaccounted

for from all wars involving the United States

of America.

The POW/MIA flag being in place

Is a reminder for all of us to spare no

Effort to secure the release of

Any American prisoners from

Captivity, the repatriation of the remains

Of those who died bravely in defense of

Liberty, and a full accounting of those

Missing.

Let us rededicate ourselves for this vital
endeavor!”
Remain uncovered

Join me in the Pledge of Allegiance

(Legionnaires, remain standing, with one hand in cap over heart), all others remain standing with hand over heart

Turn Page
Remain uncovered

Join me in the Pledge of Allegiance

(Legionnaires, remain standing, with one hand in cap over heart), all others remain standing with hand over heart

Turn Page
Please recover

Join me in the
Preamble to The American Legion
PREAMBLE

“For God and country,
We associate ourselves together
For the following purposes:

To uphold and defend
The constitution of the United States of America;

To maintain law and order;

To foster and perpetuate
A one hundred percent Americanism;

To preserve the memories and incidents
Of our associations in all wars;

To inculcate a sense of individual obligation
To the community, state and nation;

To combat the autocracy
Of both the classes and the masses;

To make right the master of might;

To promote peace and good will on earth;

To safeguard and transmit to posterity
The principles of justice, freedom and democracy;

To consecrate and sanctify our comradeship
By our devotion to mutual helpfulness.”
Commander:

Give your opening remarks and then call

On the Post Adjutant For the Roll
After the Adjutant finishes the roll call he/she will turn the program back over to you.

Continue with Agenda